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Featuring fifty masterworks by Mantegna, Giorgione, Titian,
Veronese, and Tintoretto, this stunning book examines the
brilliant painters who transformed the art of Renaissance
Venice. Among the singular moments in the evolution of
Western art, the Venetian Renaissance forged an artistic
vocabulary of dazzling virtuosity. Celebrating the poetic
potential of color and beauty observed in nature, Venetian
painters of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries transcended
the spatial, textural, and emotional realism of their
predecessors to create works unsurpassed in their sensual
depictions, velvety surfaces, and unique and glorious
treatment of light. Focusing on canonical works from Vienna's
Kunsthistorisches Museum (one of the world's four great
imperial museums, along with the Hermitage, the Louvre, and
the Prado), this book's lavish illustrations and illuminating
essays offer a rich introduction to the treasures of the
Venetian Renaissance. Among the spectacular artworks are
Mantegna's tortured Saint Sebastian, Titian's enigmatic Bravo
(The Assassin) and sumptuous Danäe, and a rare group of
paintings by the elusive Giorgione, including Portrait of a
Young Woman (Laura) and The Three philosophers. The
book also includes exemplary works by Veronese, Palma
ecchio, Bordone, and Bassano, among others, revealing the
full range of Venetian accomplishment in the Renaissance
era.
In the mid-sixteenth century, at almost 60 years of age, Titian
invented a new way of painting: the paint was applied to the
canvas rapidly and freely and overlaid with brushstrokes that
were both light and dense: the forms broke up and a great
sensuality and profound spirituality became evident. Titian
used an extraordinarily prescient technique to create
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engaging, stirring painting that in some ways seems to relate
to the literary work of the poet Torquato Tasso and even take
up the imaginary writings of Ludovico Ariosto published in
Venice in the 1530s. Such a painting style had never
previously been imagined and was so revolutionary that it
was to influence many artists of subsequent centuries
through to the modern age. Late Titian became the yardstick
not only for younger contemporary painters like Tintoretto,
Veronese and Bassano, but also great artists of subseqent
cewnturies like Rubens, Rembandt, Velazquez, Gericault and
Delacroix and on to the Expressionists.
In this book Umberto Eco argues that translation is not about
comparing two languages, but about the interpretation of a
text in two different languages, thus involving a shift between
cultures. An author whose works have appeared in many
languages, Eco is also the translator of Gérard de Nerval's
Sylvie and Raymond Queneau's Exercices de style from
French into Italian. In Experiences in Translation he draws on
his substantial practical experience to identify and discuss
some central problems of translation. As he convincingly
demonstrates, a translation can express an evident deep
sense of a text even when violating both lexical and
referential faithfulness. Depicting translation as a semiotic
task, he uses a wide range of source materials as illustration:
the translations of his own and other novels, translations of
the dialogue of American films into Italian, and various
versions of the Bible. In the second part of his study he deals
with translation theories proposed by Jakobson, Steiner,
Peirce, and others. Overall, Eco identifies the different types
of interpretive acts that count as translation. An enticing new
typology emerges, based on his insistence on a commonsense approach and the necessity of taking a critical stance.
The sequel to "A Canticle for Leibowitz" continues its
chronicle of life in America after World War III, in a tale of the
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survival of the human spirit.

This exciting adventure story follows a family of
slaves in the USA in 1860 as they escape from a
cotton plantation via the legendary Underground
Railroad. An enthralling story of courage and
resilience, centring on 10-year-old Tommy, it will
fascinate children who might not know much about
this secret escape route into Canada that was used
by as many as 100,000 people. Ten-year-old Tommy
roams the cotton fields of Alabama owned by the
notorious Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with
fierce dogs protect the land to prevent any slaves
from leaving. That is until a supernatural spirit visits
Tommy offering a way out. With his banjo slung over
his shoulder, Peg Leg Joe guides Tommy, his family
and other slaves out of Southern USA, and into
Canada through the legendary Underground
Railroads. Stretched for miles across the country's
vastness, the network famously facilitated more than
100,000 slaves to a new life. For Tommy and his
family, the escape is far from an easy ride. The
young boy is forced to mature through this testing
period and allow his strong will to guide himself and
others to safety under the guidance of Peg Leg Joe.
Set in the 19th century, D'Adamo's well-constructed
novel tells a story distant in time, remains grounded
in a reality that still exists today. Millions of people
across the globe continue to be enslaved, including
children.
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A prophet of modernism. Strong colours and sinuous
figures El Greco (1541-1614) was born Domenikos
Theotokopoulos in Crete in 1541. He arrived in
Venice in 1566, where his work was greatly
influenced by Titian and Tintoretto. Later he made an
offer to the Pope to paint over Michelangelo's Last
Judgement in the spirit of the Counter Reformation,
which so incurred the wrath of Roman artists that a
career in Italy was no longer conceivable. El Greco
then settled in Spain, in Toledo, where he received
numerous commissions from the Church and the
nobility. Between 1586 and 1588 he created a major
work of European painting, the monumental Burial of
the Count of Orgaz for a chapel altar in the parish
church of Santo Tomé in Toledo. El Greco confined
his range of colours to a small number of very
expressively used shades, with an evident
preference for pale purple, pink, and yellow and
greyish tones. He located the iconographical events
in a space that he dramatized by means of light and
atmospheric phenomena. His œuvre had a wideranging impact on art up to and including modern
20th century painting. Paul Cézanne and later
Picasso and the Expressionists regarded El Greco
as a prophet of modernism. About the Series: Each
book in TASCHEN's Basic Art Series features: a
detailed chronological summary of the life and
oeuvre of the artist, covering his or her cultural and
historical importance a concise biography
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approximately 100 colour illustrations with
explanatory captions
The young girl at the centre of this charming and
quirkily-illustrated story hates brushing her teeth and
is terrified of the dentist; as far as she's concerned,
there's no scarier monster. But when she meets a
real monster in her bathroom, she learns how
dentists are really heroes and brushing your teeth is
very important - so important that even monsters do
it!This inventive picture book is brimming with
humour and imagination. Parent and child will love to
read along together over and over again.
In this book, Giorgio de Chirico (1888-1978)
recounts his early upbringing in Greece and first
instruction in drawing at the Athens Polytechnic, his
studies in Munich, his impressions of Italy, and his
1911 move to Paris. He relates vivid anecdotes of
various Paris artists and personalities, notably
Apollinaire, Cocteau, Derain, and Paul Guillaume,
giving the key to incidents in Hebdomeros. He
describes his sevice in the Italian Army in the First
World War, his return to Paris, his association with
the surrealist movement, and his subsequent
disillusionment and self-isolation.
Il mondo di ArcimboldoPreviati. Ediz. illustrataGiuntiMillet.
Ediz. illustrataGiuntiLa Tour. Ediz. illustrataGiuntiRaffaello. I
ritratti. Ediz. illustrataGiuntiFonti italiane per la storia della
scoperta del Nuovo mondoXXV anni di vita editorialeCatalogo
cronologico, alfabetico-critico, sistematico e per soggetti delle
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critico sistematico per soggetti delle edizioni Hoepli1872-1896
et 1871-1907Catalogo generale della libreria italiana
dall'anno 1847 a tutto il 1899Catalogo generale della libreria
Italiana dall'anno 1847 a tCatalogo generale della libreria
italiana ...Catalogo dei libri in commercioPietro Martire
d'Anghiera e le sue relazioni sulle scoperte oceaniche, per
Giuseppe PennesiCatalogo generale della libreria italiana
dall'anno 1847 a tutto il 1899Catalogo generale della libreria
italianaPrimo supplemento, dal 1900 al 1910...Libri e riviste
d'ItaliaCATALOGO GENERALE LIBRERIA ITALIANAThe
(True!) History of ArtSelfMadeHero
This delightful tale about two young friends in 17th-century
Holland is inspired by Vermeer's two masterpieces, The
Milkmaid and The Lacemaker. Although one is the daughter
of a wealthy Dutch family and the other a household servant,
Anna and Johanna become friends. Born on the same day,
they celebrate their joint birthdays by making gifts for each
other. But then a letter arrives that changes their lives forever.
Told against the backdrop of the 17th-century Dutch city of
Delft and its thriving commercial and artistic culture, this story
of an unlikely friendship echoes the themes of Vermeer's
luminous depiction of domestic life. Florence Koenig's brightly
colored illustrations evoke Vermeer's style through the city's
multifaceted landscapes, from misty mornings by the canals
to busy households preparing for a special day. Young
readers will be fascinated by this uplifting story of friendship
inspired by Jan Vermeer.
"This book was born from the particular fascination that
labyrinths have held for Franco Maria Ricci over the years.
Many of them are shown within this copiously illustrated
reconnaissance through art, mythology and history in the form
of shells, in floor mosaics or impressed on coins, and in
miniature paintings or in architectural projects, as well as in
gardens."--Jacket flap.
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In the mold of his acclaimed History of Beauty, renowned
cultural critic Umberto Eco’s On Ugliness is an exploration of
the monstrous and the repellant in visual culture and the arts.
What is the voyeuristic impulse behind our attraction to the
gruesome and the horrible? Where does the magnetic appeal
of the sordid and the scandalous come from? Is ugliness also
in the eye of the beholder? Eco’s encyclopedic knowledge
and captivating storytelling skills combine in this ingenious
study of the Ugly, revealing that what we often shield
ourselves from and shun in everyday life is what we’re most
attracted to subliminally. Topics range from Milton’s Satan to
Goethe’s Mephistopheles; from witchcraft and medieval
torture tactics to martyrs, hermits, and penitents; from lunar
births and disemboweled corpses to mythic monsters and
sideshow freaks; and from Decadentism and picturesque
ugliness to the tacky, kitsch, and camp, and the aesthetics of
excess and vice. With abundant examples of painting and
sculpture ranging from ancient Greek amphorae to Bosch,
Brueghel, and Goya among others, and with quotations from
the most celebrated writers and philosophers of each age,
this provocative discussion explores in-depth the concepts of
evil, depravity, and darkness in art and literature.

Giuseppe Arcimboldo (1526 - 1593) was an Italian
painter best known for creating imaginative portrait
heads made entirely of objects such as fruits,
vegetables, flowers, fish, and books. Arcimboldo's
conventional work, on traditional religious subjects,
has fallen into oblivion, but his portraits of human
heads made up of vegetables, plants, fruits, sea
creatures and tree roots, were greatly admired by his
contemporaries and remain a source of fascination
today. At a distance, his portraits looked like normal
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human portraits. However, individual objects in each
portrait were actually overlapped together to make
various anatomical shapes of a human. They were
carefully constructed by his imagination. Besides,
when he assembled objects in one portrait, he never
used random objects. Each object was related by
characterization. By using everyday objects, the
portraits were decoration and still-life paintings at the
same time.
This text is a rare medieval alchemical treatise,
scattered throughout with insights relevant to the
process of individuation in modern men and women.
Reputed to be the last work of St Thomas Aquinas, it
bears out Jung's view that the traditional practice of
alchemy is best understood symbolically.
In a series of hilarious parodies, Sylvain Coissard
and Alexis Lemoine answer the nagging questions of
art history: what caused The Scream? Why is Van
Gogh's Yellow Bedroom so suspiciously tidy? Why is
Cezanne wearing a bandage in his famous selfportrait? This book is for anyone who wants to know
what happened before the Mona Lisa smiled. Or,
rather, what might have happened.
George the sheep begins to shrink whenever it rains,
so his shepherd takes matters into his own hands to
create an invention to prevent George from
shrinking.
It's a cold winter's night and a hungry fox is creeping
through the snow. He sees a hen house full of tasty
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chickens to eat -- but he's forgotten about the old
tomten who guards the farm...This is a classic story
of a mischievous fox, a wise, kindly tomten and their
unlikely friendship. This new edition of the muchloved picture book from the bestselling author of
Pippi Longstocking is accompanied by beautiful
illustrations by popular illustrator Eva Erikkson.
Depicting the traditional Swedish character of the
house elf, or tomten, this classic story is perfect for
sharing with young children on a wintry evening.
Erikkson's illustrations of the wry fox and the
watchful gnome are full of character and warmth,
and her moonlit, snowy scenes are the perfect
landscape for an active imagination.
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